ALL ABOARD THE Safety Line
CONNECT THE DOTS. EXPLORE THE CITY.

Grab red, green and purple markers, crayons or pencils and connect the dots for each line to reveal all the places the train can take you.
Light-rail trains can take you to adventures all over the city, and they’re fun to ride. But it’s also very important for you to learn how to stay safe around them and around the tracks they run on.
CROSS WORDS, NOT TRACKS

ACROSS
2. Obey traffic _____ at train crossings.
8. Riding trains is ___.
9. New light-rail lines are red, green and this color.
10. _____ off the tracks.
11. Don’t _____ headphones or cellphones near the tracks.

DOWN
1. Trains move _____.
2. Always do this before crossing train tracks.
3. Here comes the _____.
4. What a train does at a station.
5. All aboard the ____ train.
6. Never put anything on the _____.
7. Stay _____ at all times around trains.

WORD BANK
tracks fast look
train use fun
stops stay safety
purple stations lights
alert

START HERE

FINISH
RULES OF THE RAILS

Stop, look and listen.

These trains are quiet. Stay alert.

Only cross tracks at crosswalks, and only when no trains are around.

Never play on tracks or platforms or anywhere near poles or wires.

Don’t use headphones or cellphones near the tracks.

Never put anything on the tracks.

Never throw anything at trains.

WORD SEARCH

These words are hidden up, down, across and diagonally. How many can you find?

ALERT
LOOK
RAILS
HORN
METRO
SAFETY
LISTEN
STATION
STOP
TRAIN

B T D T A Y K W C R
N S T A T I O N D A
R P I E P M E M O I
O S F O E E H R G L
H A T T E T T O T S
S S R Z N R Q X R N
W O P I S O C E E N
O Q A K N A L E R T
N R L I S T E N Y C
T F F X O O L O O K
CATCH THE TIC-TAC-TRAIN
Punch out playing pieces and challenge a friend to a game of tic-tac-train.